
STANDARD DRIVE COLORS
•
•

•Auto - $0.25 cents per piece
•Data - $0.25 cents per piece
•

UPLOADS
100 MB Data uploaded at no charge
For data uploads over 100MB please add $0.25 per piece for the first GB and then $0.10 cents for 

each Gigabyte after that.
-Run:  Available but is not compatible with Macintosh computers  
-Lock:  Available but is not compatible with Macintosh computers  

DATA and Art are requested at the time the order is placed but it is not a requirement that we have the data 
before producing the physical drives

COLORS & IMPRINTS
•First three total colors front or back:  $0.00 (additional colors $0.10 cents per)
•Vector art is required for standard imprints.
•Laser Engrave:  $0.00
•Deboss:  $0.00
•Full Color Process, (CMYK ):  $40.00 set-up per logo file / $0.35 cent run charge per piece.
•PMS Color Matching on imprint:  $0.00
•PMS Color Matching on drive plastic - $50.00

SHIPPING & PACKAGING
•Standard packaging is an individual poly-bag
•Standard shipment is FedEx 2Day International air.
•Basic white tuck box:  $0.25 per piece
•Basic lanyard or key ring attachment:  $0.25 per piece

PRODUCTION
Standard production is quoted at 7-10 BD however most orders are produced in 7 days or less.

CUSTOM DRIVES
Custom drives are available.  Typical mold costs for a custom drive are $75.00, (design fee) and a $120 
mold construction charge.  Shipping of pre-production sample will range between $30 - $40

Customer Satisfaction is Priority #1
A knowledgeable promotional flash expert is ready to help you.

Call Now: (877) USB-Flash or (877) 872-3527

For a complete list of available 
colors for all drive styles, 
please visit www.usflash.net

PMS REFLEX BLUE

PMS BLACK C

PMS 485 RED

PMS 3945 YELLOW

PMS 368 GREEN

PMS 1655 ORANGE

PMS 877 SILVER

PMS WHITE

PMS 253 PURPLE
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